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**delete_forecast**  
*Delete a forecast*

**Description**

Deletes the forecast with the passed ID. This is permanent and cannot be undone.

**Usage**

```r
decomplete_forecast(zoltar_connection, forecast_id)
```

**Arguments**

- `zoltar_connection`
  
  A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by `new_connection`

- `forecast_id`
  
  ID of a forecast in `zoltar_connection`'s forecasts

**Value**

None

**Examples**

```r
## Not run:
decomplete_forecast(conn, T6L)
## end(not run)
```

```r
## End(Not run)
```
forecasts

Get a model’s forecasts

Description
Get a model’s forecasts

Usage
forecasts(zoltar_connection, model_id)

Arguments
  zoltar_connection
    A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection
  model_id
    ID of a model in zoltar_connection’s models

Value
A ‘data.frame’ of forecast information for the passed model

Examples
## Not run:
  the_forecasts <- forecasts(conn, 26L)
## End(Not run)

forecast_data

Gets a forecast’s data

Description
Gets a forecast’s data

Usage
forecast_data(zoltar_connection, forecast_id, is_json)

Arguments
  zoltar_connection
    A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection
  forecast_id
    ID of a forecast in zoltar_connection’s forecasts
  is_json
    A boolean specifying whether the forecast is in ‘list’ or ‘data.frame’ format
forecast_info

Value

Forecast data in the requested format - either a ‘list’ or a ‘data.frame’

Examples

```r
## not run:
forecast_data_json <- forecast_data(connL, 46L, is_json=TRUE)
forecast_data_csv <- forecast_data(connL, 46L, is_json=FALSE)
## End(not run)
```

Description

Gets a forecast’s information

Usage

```r
forecast_info(zoltar_connection, forecast_id)
```

Arguments

- `zoltar_connection`: A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by `new_connection`
- `forecast_id`: ID of a forecast in zoltar_connection’s forecasts

Value

A ‘list’ of forecast information for the passed forecast_id

Examples

```r
## not run:
the_forecast_info <- forecast_info(connL, 46L)
## End(Not run)
```
models

Get a project's models

Description
Get a project's models

Usage
models(zoltar_connection, project_id)

Arguments
zoltar_connection
   A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection
project_id
   ID of a project in zoltar_connection's projects

Value
A 'data.frame' of model contents for all models in the passed project

Examples
## not run:
the_models <- models(conn, 4L)
## End(Not run)

model_info

Get information about a model

Description
Get information about a model

Usage
model_info(zoltar_connection, model_id)

Arguments
zoltar_connection
   A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection
model_id
   ID of a model in zoltar_connection's models
new_connection

Value

A `list` of model information for the passed model_id

Examples

```r
## not run:
the_model_info <- model_info(conn, 26L)

## End(Not run)
```

new_connection

Get a connection to a Zoltar host

Description

Returns a new connection object, which is the starting point for working with the Zoltar API. Once you have the connection you can call `zoltar_authenticate` on it, and then call `projects` to get a list of Project objects to start working with.

Usage

```r
new_connection(host = "https://zoltardata.com")
```

Arguments

- `host`: The Zoltar site to connect to. Defaults to `https://zoltardata.com`

Value

A `ZoltarConnection` object

Examples

```r
## Not run:
conn <- new_connection()

## End(Not run)
```
projects

Get information about all projects

Description
Get information about all projects

Usage
projects(zoltar_connection)

Arguments
zoltar_connection
A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection

Value
A ‘data.frame’ of all projects’ contents

Examples
## Not run:
the_projects <- projects(conn)
## End(Not run)

project_info

Get information about a project

Description
Get information about a project

Usage
project_info(zoltar_connection, project_id)

Arguments
zoltar_connection
A ‘ZoltarConnection’ object as returned by new_connection
project_id
ID of a project in zoltar_connection’s projects

Value
A ‘list’ of project information for the passed project_id
## Not run:

```r
the_project_info <- project_info(connL Tl)
```

## End(Not run)

### scores

Get a project’s scores

### Usage

```r
scores(zoltar_connection, project_id)
```

### Arguments

- `zoltar_connection`  
  A `ZoltarConnection` object as returned by `new_connection`
- `project_id`  
  ID of a project in `zoltar_connection`’s projects

### Value

A `data.frame` of score data for all models in the passed project ID

### Examples

```r
## Not run:
the_scores <- scores(connL Tl)
## End(Not run)
```

## upload_forecast

Upload a forecast

### Description

This function submits a forecast file to the server for uploading. Returns an UploadFileJob object that can be used to track the upload’s progress. (Uploads are processed in a queue, which means they are delayed until their turn comes up, which depends on the number of current uploads in the queue. Zoltar tracks these via `UploadFileJob` objects.)
**upload_info**

**Usage**

```r
upload_forecast(zoltar_connection, model_id, timezero_date, forecast_csv_file)
```

**Arguments**

- **zoltar_connection**
  - A `ZoltarConnection` object as returned by `new_connection`
- **model_id**
  - ID of a model in `zoltar_connection`'s projects
- **timezero_date**
  - The date of the project timezero you are uploading for. It is a string in format `YYYYMMDD`
- **forecast_csv_file**
  - A CSV file in the Zoltar standard format - see [https://www.zoltardata.com/docs#forecasts](https://www.zoltardata.com/docs#forecasts)

**Value**

An `UploadFileJob` id for the upload

**Examples**

```r
## Not run:
upload_file_job_id <- upload_forecast(conn, 26L, "20170117", "/tmp/EN1-KoTsarma-2017-01-17.csv")
## End(Not run)
```

---

**upload_info**  
*Get an upload's information*

**Description**

Gets an upload’s information that can be used to track the upload’s progress. (Uploads are processed in a queue,

**Usage**

```r
upload_info(zoltar_connection, upload_file_job_id)
```

**Arguments**

- **zoltar_connection**
  - A `ZoltarConnection` object as returned by `new_connection`
- **upload_file_job_id**
  - ID of a job in `zoltar_connection` that was uploaded via `upload_forecast`
Value
A `list` of upload information for the passed `upload_file_job_id`. It has these names: `id`, `url`, `status`, `user`, `created_at`, `updated_at`, `failure_message`, `filename`, `input_json`, `output_json`.

Examples
```r
## not run:
the_upload_info <- upload_info(conn, 287L)

## End(Not run)
```

---

**zoltar_authenticate**: Log in to a Zoltar host

Description
Returns a new `ZoltarConnection` object, which is the starting point for working with the Zoltar API. Once you have the connection you can call `zoltar_authenticate()` on it, and call `projects()` to get a list of objects to start working with.

Usage
```
zoltar_authenticate(zoltar_connection, username, password)
```

Arguments
- `zoltar_connection`: A `ZoltarConnection` object as returned by `new_connection`.
- `username`: Username for the account to use on the connection’s host.
- `password`: Password `""`.

Value
None

Examples
```r
## Not run:
zoltar_authenticate(conn, "USERNAME", "PASSWORD")

## End(Not run)
```
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